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Mixed Ownership Model Submission Form 

The Government welcomes your feedback on this consultation document, particularly the 

questions set out below. 

You can make a submission by using this form, which is also available electronically at 

www.treasury.govt.nz/mixed-ownership-consultation 

 

1 Contact Details 

On behalf of an organisation 

Your name Tamati Kruger 

Organisation you represent Ngai Tuhoe 

Address                                      

Email address                         

 

2 Submission 

Question 1: What rights and interests, if any, do Māori have in the Mixed Ownership Model Companies that 

are not protected by the section 27A-D memorials regime, or by other legislation? 

• A s9 right must remain a clear principle and right within the SOE arena.  Examples have already been 

published about the numerous developments sparked from the 1987 Lands case that are responsible 

for many of New Zealand’s major developments in both our economic revival as Iwi and for race 

relations generally. 

• Landbanking is relatively straightforward process.  It is open and inclusive and generally well used.  The 

problem is in accessing good stock of lands in settlement the Crown rarely makes these available. 

• There is no open or preferential door inviting shared ownership discussion between Iwi, the Crown and 

the SOE in your rohe. 

• S27 or the clawback mechanism has proved to be a theoretical safeguard at best in respect to private 

lands.  There is only 1 example known to me of that provision applying to private lands.  Purchasers of 

private land receive the value of a depressed price when in reality there is essentially no intent that 

that land be made available for settlement. 

• Tuhoe has private s27 properties within its rohe on lands the Waitangi Tribunal has already issued firm 

findings of fundamental breach arising from crown sponsored raids and confiscation.  These 

mechanisms are rendered ineffectual through their practice.  

 
 

[1]
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Question 2: How would any rights and interests identified in question 1 be protected by continued application 

of section 9 of the State-Owned Enterprises Act 1986? 

• The consistency of clear legal principle.  To test new conditions would increase expense on Iwi needing 

to clarify the new environment. 

• Access to a Commission of Inquiry that has powers to make binding recommendations. 

• A required respect by SOE’s to observe and apply that principle in relationships with Iwi. 

 

Question 3: Could any rights and interests identified in question 1 be protected by an alternative, more 

specific, formulation of the Crown’s obligations under the Treaty? 

• Yes and it should be reviewed for effectiveness, however any mechanism developed would suffer from 

the same practical concerns currently raised – that is a legal interest ‘depressing’ its full economic 

value. 

 

Additional comments: Please insert any other comments you wish to make on this consultation document. 

The key issues and concerns for Ngai Tuhoe follow: 

 

1. Genesis Energy hydro ie Lake Waikaremoana dam project is located within the Tuhoe rohe. 

 

2. Tuhoe has not completed a comprehensive settlement.  Genesis Energy is a key negotiations subject.  

We remain interested in all of the listed SOE’s. 

 

3. Tuhoe will suffer loss and prejudice in the speed of the implementation programme planned ie March 

legislation and the third quarter IPO offering. 

 

4. We are not out-rightly opposed to the sell down of Crown SOE holdings where these assets are 

strongly held in domestic ownership.  Iwi are best placed to secure these interests on behalf of NZ. 

 

5. We vehemently disagree to the view that Iwi who have not settled will not be prejudiced by this 

proposal.  We are.  We do not have the capital to take advantage or initial buy in stakes, negotiate or 

collaborate in any significant book build approaches either on the open market or with other Iwi.  The 

ability to buy in later post-settlement which is effectively an unknown date suggested in the proposal is 

belittling nonsense.  

 

6. Settled Iwi clearly have an advantage we suffer loss in 3 key ways: 

• Loss of settlement opportunity in current treaty negotiations relating to Genesis – timing 

issues will mean that share ownership will be determined before Tuhoe can effect an 

agreeable outcome with the Crown and Genesis. 

• Lack of capital to participate in a book build approach with other Iwi or market 
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participants will effectively mean we miss out on ownership stakes in legacy assets 

matched perfectly to our own development goals. 

• Dishonour in the knowledge that other Iwi and individuals will have ownership rights and 

influence over a key strategic asset for Tuhoe within the Tuhoe rohe. 

 

 


